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============

The 1-dimensional version of the Weisfeiler-Leman procedure is the classical *color refinement* applied to an input graph *G*. Each vertex of *G* is initially colored by its degree. The procedure refines the color of each vertex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v\in V(G)$$\end{document}$ in rounds, using the multiset of colors of vertices *u* in the neighborhood *N*(*v*) of the vertex *v*. In the 2-dimensional version \[[@CR25]\], all vertex pairs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$xy\in V(G)\times V(G)$$\end{document}$ are classified by a similar procedure of coloring them in rounds. The extension of this procedure to a classification of all *k*-tuples of *G* is due to Babai (see historical overview in \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]) and is known as the *k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman procedure*, abbreviated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$. Graphs *G* and *H* are said to be $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G\equiv _{k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}}H$$\end{document}$) if they are indistinguishable by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$.

***The WL Invariance of Graph Parameters.*** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$ be a *graph parameter*. By definition, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi (G)=\pi (H)$$\end{document}$ whenever *G* and *H* are isomorphic (denoted $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G\cong H$$\end{document}$). We say that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$ *-invariant* graph parameter if the equality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi (G)=\pi (H)$$\end{document}$ is implied even by the weaker condition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G\equiv _{k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}}H$$\end{document}$. The smallest such *k* will be called the *Weisfeiler-Leman (WL) dimension* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If no such *k* exists, we say that the WL dimension of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$ is *unbounded*. Knowing that a parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$ has unbounded WL dimension is important because this implies that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$ cannot be computed by any algorithm expressible in fixed-point logic with counting (FPC), a robust framework for study of *encoding-invariant (*or *"choiceless") computations*; see the survey \[[@CR7]\].

The focus of our paper is on graph parameters with *bounded* WL dimension. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$ is the indicator function of a graph property $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$-invariance of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$ precisely means that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {P}$$\end{document}$ is definable in the infinitary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C^{k+1}_{\infty \omega }$$\end{document}$. While minimizing the number of variables is a recurring theme in descriptive complexity, our interest in the study of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$-invariance has an additional motivation: If we know that a graph parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$-invariant, this gives us information not only about $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$. For example, the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix has WL dimension 1 (see \[[@CR24]\]), and the whole spectrum of a graph has WL dimension 2 (see \[[@CR8], [@CR13]\]), which implies that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$ subsumes distinguishing non-isomorphic graphs by spectral methods.

***Fractional Graph Parameters.*** In this paper, we mainly consider *fractional* graph parameters. Algorithmically, a well-known approach to tackling intractable optimization problems is to consider an appropriate linear programming (LP) relaxation. Many standard integer-valued graph parameters have fractional real-valued analogues, obtained by LP-relaxation of the corresponding 0--1 linear program; see, e.g., the monograph \[[@CR24]\]. The fractional counterpart of a graph parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$ is often hard to compute, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _f$$\end{document}$ provides, sometimes quite satisfactory, a polynomial-time computable approximation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The WL dimension of a natural fractional parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _f$$\end{document}$ is a priori bounded, where *natural* means that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _f$$\end{document}$ is determined by an LP which is logically interpretable in terms of an input graph *G*. A striking result of Anderson, Dawar, Holm \[[@CR1]\] says that the optimum value of an interpretable LP is expressible in FPC. It follows from the known immersion of FPC into the finite-variable infinitary counting logic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C^\omega _{\infty \omega }=\bigcup _{k=2}^\infty C^k_{\infty \omega }$$\end{document}$ (see \[[@CR21]\]), that each such $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$-invariant for some *k*. While this general theorem is applicable to many graph parameters of interest, it is not easy to extract an explicit value of *k* from this argument, and in any case such value would hardly be optimal.

We are interested in *explicit* and, possibly, *exact* bounds for the WL dimension. A first question here would be to pinpoint which fractional parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1\text {-}\mathrm {WL} $$\end{document}$-invariant. This natural question, using the concept of fractional isomorphism \[[@CR24]\], can be recast as follows: Which *fractional* graph parameters are invariant under *fractional* isomorphism? It appears that this question has not received adequate attention in the literature. The only earlier result we could find is the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma _f$$\end{document}$ shown in the Ph.D. thesis of Rubalcaba \[[@CR23]\].

We show that the fractional matching number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu _f$$\end{document}$ is also a fractional parameter preserved by fractional isomorphism. Indeed, the matching number is an instance of the *F-packing number* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F=K_2$$\end{document}$. Here and throughout, we use the standard notation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_n$$\end{document}$ for the cycle graph on *n* vertices. In general, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi ^F(G)$$\end{document}$ is the maximum number of vertex-disjoint subgraphs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F'$$\end{document}$ of *G* that are isomorphic to the fixed pattern graph *F*. While the matching number is computable in polynomial time, computing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi ^F$$\end{document}$ is NP-hard whenever *F* has a connected component with at least 3 vertices \[[@CR19]\], in particular, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F\in \{P_3,K_3\}$$\end{document}$. Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K_3$$\end{document}$-packing is the optimization version of the archetypal NP-complete problem Partition Into Triangles \[[@CR14], GT11\]. We show that the fractional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$-invariant, whereas the WL dimension of the fractional triangle packing is 2.

In fact, we present a general treatment of fractional *F*-packing numbers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L_2$$\end{document}$ have equal optimum values. Next, in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we consider the standard optimization versions of Set Packing and Hitting Set \[[@CR14], SP4 and SP8\], two of Karp's 21 NP-complete problems. These two generic problems generalize *F*-Packing and Dominating Set respectively. Their fractional versions have thoroughly been studied in hypergraph theory \[[@CR12], [@CR20]\]. We observe that the LP relaxations of Set Packing (or Hitting Set) are equivalent whenever the incidence graphs of the input set systems are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1\text {-}\mathrm {WL}$$\end{document}$-invariance of the fractional domination number and also shows that, if the pattern graph *F* has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k<2\,\ell $$\end{document}$. This bound for *k* comes from a logical definition of the instance of Set Packing corresponding to *F*-Packing in terms of an input graph *G* (see Corollary [6](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}). Though the bound is quite decent, it does not need to be optimal. We elaborate on a more precise bound, where we need to use additional combinatorial arguments even in the case of the fractional matching. We present a detailed treatment of the fractional matching in this exposition (Theorem [4](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}), while the proof of our general result on the fractional *F*-packing numbers (Theorem [5](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}), which includes the aforementioned cases of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F=K_3,P_3$$\end{document}$, is postponed to the full version of the paper \[[@CR2]\].

The *edge-disjoint* version of *F*-Packing is another problem that has intensively been studied in combinatorics and optimization. Since it is known to be NP-hard for any pattern *F* containing a connected component with at least 3 edges \[[@CR10]\], fractional relaxations have received much attention in the literature \[[@CR17], [@CR26]\]. We show that our techniques work well also in this case. In particular, the WL dimension of the fractional edge-disjoint triangle packing number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho ^{K_3}_f$$\end{document}$ is 2 (Theorem [7](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}).

***Integrality Gap via Invariance Ratio.*** Furthermore, we discuss the *approximate* invariance of *integral* graph parameters expressible by integer linear programs. For a first example, recall Lovász's inequality \[[@CR12], Theorem 5.21\] $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fractional Set Packing {#Sec3}
======================

The *Set Packing* problem is, given a family of sets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 5 {#FPar9}
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Corollary 6 {#FPar10}
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Fractional Edge-Disjoint Triangle Packing {#Sec5}
=========================================

We now show that the approach we used in the proof of Theorem [4](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} works as well for edge-disjoint packing. Given a graph *G*, let *T*(*G*) denote the family of all sets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 7 {#FPar11}
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Proof {#FPar12}
-----
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Invariance Ratio and Integrality Gap {#Sec6}
====================================

Recall the discussion in the introduction about the domination number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 8 {#FPar13}
---------
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Proof {#FPar14}
-----

It suffices to show that the variation of the domination number among *n*-vertex *d*-regular graphs is logarithmic for an appropriate choice of the degree function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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